Case study

The Fuel+ Purchasing and Mileage Audit Solution

New fuel solution saves Schneider Electric £200,000 p.a. on direct fuel costs
Switching to TMC Mileage Audit from Allstar also greatly improves management
information and reduces the administrative cost of processing mileage expenses
Schneider Electric operates 1,200 company cars and
more than 150 commercial vehicles in the UK. The
company buys around £3 million-worth of fuel a year
using fuel cards. It processes car drivers' fuel
expenses using a combination of mileage capture
and fuel card transaction data.

Tracy Turbitt explains: "Because we specify the
drivers' pence-per-mile fuel rates, we felt we needed
to implement a card they could use anywhere so that
they could find the cheapest petrol. Most of the
cards we looked at restricted drivers to specific
brands of fuel. So they were no good to us.

In 2012, however, the company was experiencing
significant problems with fleet fuel and mileage.
These were largely down to the poor quality of the
reporting provided by its then fuel card supplier,
Allstar, says Tracy Turbitt, Senior Buyer, Global
Supply Chain, UK & Ireland for Schneider Electric.

"The Fuel+ card is not only accepted everywhere but
it is also Chip and PIN. As well as being more secure,
that means it can be used in unmanned service
stations. Some of our drivers used to complain about
the Allstar card because it wasn't PIN-coded and
they couldn't use it at supermarkets whose pumps
are unmanned at night."

"We originally built our mileage capture system
around the Allstar fuel card so that we could upload
their fuel transaction reports into it each month.
Unfortunately we had increasing problems with that
because Allstar had incorrect employee ID numbers
and other data issues. We had to do lots of manual
intervention before we could load their reports.
"I was spending 80% of my time on fuel issues. Then
in January 2013 Allstar couldn't provide us with any
data at all. We had to go for a month without being
able to deduct anything from the driver's salaries.
Some of our employees get through £400 to £500worth of fuel a month so they were obviously very
concerned about the impact on their personal
budgets."

Full UK fuel coverage
After carefully reviewing the fuel card market,
Schneider chose Barclaycard Fuel+ in Association
with TMC, which it implemented in July 2013. An
important factor in the decision was that Schneider's
drivers can use Fuel+ card at 98% of forecourts in
the UK, and also abroad.

Mileage Audit – ‘a big bonus’
The new solution's advantages did not stop at
solving the pay-at-the-pump problem and offering
unrestricted national coverage. "When we looked into
TMC Mileage Audit we could see the opportunity to
achieve cost savings by getting more accurate data
from the drivers," says Tracy. "That was a big bonus
because we started out just looking to replace the
fuel card."
Every driver's fuel pence-per-mile rate is held on the
TMC system. Each month, TMC sends Schneider a
payroll report showing each driver's total fuel card
spend, which the company deducts from their salary.
TMC also calculates the fuel expenses to be paid (i.e.
the business mileage logged by each driver on
Mileage Audit multiplied by their fuel pence-per-mile
rate).

TMC also take a weekly report from Schneider's
vehicle leasing company, listing new cars delivered
to drivers. TMC loads the cars' details on to its
system, along with the appropriate Schneider fuel
reimbursement rate. TMC’s service includes
helping to ensure that employee IDs, vehicle
registration numbers, scheme IDs and pence-permile rates are kept up to date.
"Basically we've been able to outsource all the
administration of the mileage capture to TMC,"
says Tracy.

Smartphone mileage tracking
Another benefit of the solution is the facility to
record journeys easily with TMC's integrated
MileageTrack app. The app can be used on virtually
any smartphone. Drivers can manually enter
postcode-to-postcode journeys, or use GPS to
record points and distances automatically. The app
uses little mobile data as it does not transmit live
location data. Many drivers are therefore happy to
make use of the app's convenience on their
personal phones, especially the company's mobile
engineers who drive up to 20 legs a day between
appointments.

Better data and reporting
Fuel budget reductions are just one part of the
overall savings potential offered by the solution.
For example, Schneider's high mileage drivers are
in an Employee Car Ownership (ECO) scheme

where it is important for the company to capture
business mileage promptly to maximise the tax
benefit of paying AMAPs. Before TMC Mileage
Audit, drivers often made claims late or waited until
the end of the tax year, depriving Schneider of a
large tax saving.
TMC Mileage Audit automatically prompts drivers
to close off their monthly trip reports. Schneider
can also easily identify, from TMC's reports,
employees who fail to submit their mileage. "It is
just one of the things we can do better with TMC's
reporting, which we couldn't do with what we were
getting from Allstar—which was not a lot at all,
really," commented Tracy.

Immediate results
In direct financial terms, the solution delivered
immediate results. The first quarterly review
showed a saving of nearly 8% in business fuel
payouts to drivers, equivalent to £193,000 a year.
This is primarily due to the high level of reporting
accuracy ensured by the TMC Mileage Audit
system and does not include a value for the
significant reduction in Schneider Electric's
administration overheads.
Moving to Barclaycard Fuel+ in Association with
TMC has more than met Schneider Electric's goals.
"It is a tool we can really use to save money for the
company—and not just on the fuel side itself. It will
continue to have lots of benefits as far as we are
concerned," said Tracy.
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